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Smart grids promise to improve the efficiency of power grid systems and reduce green house 

emissions through incorporating power generation from renewable sources and shaping demands 
to match the supply. Renewable sources include solar or wind. Power generation from these 
sources is affected by weather factors that can be highly fluctuating. To ensure these energy 
sources can be utilized efficiently, smart grid systems often shape demand through incentive to 
match the supply. As a result, the whole system becomes highly dynamic and requires constant 
adjusting. How to adjust the system can have a great impact on the efficiency and reliability of 
power grid systems, which offer many opportunities for innovation. In the previous work by us 
and other researchers [2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11], we have identified and developed several applications can 
be used to optimize power grid operations. 

However, these applications rely on the precise estimation of the state of power grid systems. 
To enable precise estimate of power grid, enormous amount of data from millions of sensors from 
power grid systems must be used. Moreover, the relevant data must be delivered to applications 
within real time constraints. Even though millions of sensors such as phase measurement units 
(PMU) and smart meters are being widely deployed over the Internet, these does not exist a 
software system can collect, store, retrieve, and deliver these amount of data in real time.   

OSIsoft PI [6], which is built on top of SQL server, is the most often used system in power 
companies. Even though PI provides sufficient data retrieval capability for current power grids, 
which involves a limited number of supervisory control and data acquisition(SCADA) sensors 
generating data in low temporal resolution, it cannot handle the orders of magnitude increase in the 
number of sensors and data volume for the emerging smart grids.  

Even though there are quite a few scalable systems [1, 3, 9] built for Internet services, these 
systems are built for different applications whose design requirements and workload 
characteristics are much different from smart grids systems. Most of those systems must handle 
arbitrary insertion, deletion and modifications; some of those systems must handle a wide of 
ranges of data retrievals; and yet another set of these systems are specially customized to run on 
tens of thousands of commodity machines that partial failures are frequent. Those systems are 
often built on top of high-level system interfaces such as file system interfaces or database 
interfaces. As a result, much indirection is introduced into these systems, which can cause both 
high overhead and unpredictability due to alternative execution paths.  

The special requirements for smart grids include near real time response time, which require 
the latency for data ingestion, retrieval, and delivery operations to be as predicable as possible. 
Moreover, the cost can be a major factor that can affect deployment. Thus, to utilize the hardware 
as efficiently as possible is essential.  

We designed GridMW, a scalable near real time data middleware to meet these design 
requirements. By tailoring the design of GridMW to the specific characteristics of power grid 
data and applications, we are able to reduce overhead and unpredictability associated with 
indirection in high level system interfaces without introducing much complexity in implementing 
with low level system interfaces. Power grid data are characterized with frequent insertion, less 
frequent deletion, and rare updates. Moreover, the power grid data are often highly structured and 
also are inserted into our system with temporal locality. Additionally, there is only a limit set of 
data retrieval operations. We can focus on specialized data storage and load balancing techniques 
to speed up the limit set of operations. 



We design a specialized log structure inspired storage structure to store our data. The data are 
written directly to block device through block device interface. This eliminates much indirection, 
high overhead, and unpredictability associated with high level system interface such file system 
interfaces, in which one access can lead to multiple disk accesses for reading inode blocks, 
reading a variable number of indirect block, and reading the data block itself.  We designed 
specialized data structures to keep track of data and free space in the storage devices. By leverage 
that the data are often inserted in temporal order, we are able to minimize the metadata to the 
point that can be easily keep in the main memory. Hence, in our system, a data insertion is 
translated into only one disk access. Our system allows customized index for data retrievals. We 
aggregate local main memory, SSD and remote main memory and SSD to enable most metadata 
lookups to happen in the types of memory that support random accesses. Remote direct memory 
access (RDMA) allows us to utilized remote RAM and SSD efficiently. We are able to reduce 
data retrieval overhead to one disk access in most of the cases, which allows us to meet latency 
requirements in the order of milliseconds. Preliminary results show that for some workloads, we 
can improve performance by an order of magnitude compared to traditional systems. 
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